
Fireplaces are both functional and a focal point an entire room’s décor can be designed around. 
Today’s fireplace trends use a variety of materials, and depending on the feel you’re trying to 
accomplish, can harness the contemporary, the traditional, or a unique mix of both considering 
exciting new trends appearing on the horizon.  
 
Planking can provide a clean, chic look or a rustic feel. Those who prefer updated ambiance are 
opting for paint-grade wood to create a simple horizontal line design. Folks who fancy the 
country or rough-hewn style like the look of the years showing in aged planks taken from barns 
and even repurposed pallets which can result in a beautiful, multi-toned motif. 
 
Patterned mosaics are an elegant and even artistic way to generate interest around your 
fireplace. While some designers and homeowners stick with a single tone or two to keep the 
look simple yet stunning, others opt for a rainbow of tile, some even in mismatching shapes 
that, when carefully placed, create a whimsical arrangement of color surrounding the flicker of 
the flames. 
 
Brick, though traditional, still remains a timeless fireplace trend. The twist comes in how it’s 
treated. Fireplaces that feature a sizeable amount of brick find new life in a thick layer of paint, 
which can make an old brick built-in look clean and modern. Brick can also be used as an accent 
when the fireplace’s surrounding wall or material is already simple in style, adding texture and 
depth that draws the eye in. 
 
Monochromatic materials are being used to fashion the contemporary, minimalist look that’s 
popular in modern design today. Options include concrete and steel, which both have their own 
appeal. Though neither are necessarily easy to work with, the end result is nothing but “wow!” 
and can translate well to both masculine and feminine decor. 
 
Revolutionary fireplace designs are enabling fireplace finishing, which opens a whole new world 
of wallpaper and wood coverings as well as art and media placement without the need for a 
mantel (also known as a heat barrier). It’s an incredible and decidedly modern idea but lends 
itself to both contemporary and traditional motifs due to the versatility it affords.  
 
In bygone eras of the 70s and 80s, corner fireplaces were popular luxury items and are seeing a 
resurgence today. Current designers are harnessing the unique ability of this fireplace format to 
divide open layouts, creating a separating effect for dining rooms, living rooms, dens and more 
without the limiting feel of full walls that block out light. These types of fireplaces can extend 
from floor to ceiling or stop in the middle with a flat, finished top surface for decorative items.   
 
Similarly, this modern trend continues with linear, see-through and bay perspective fireplaces 
as well as fireplaces with double glass safety barriers that replace old-school (and unsightly) 
mesh safety screens. Even if your home doesn’t have particularly modern décor, the upside of 
these designs is that they work well in any setting without overwhelming it and still provide the 
pure enjoyment of sitting by a blazing fire. 
 



Just like runway fashion, design pulls from the past and this is particularly true with current 
fireplace trends. The Victorian Era popularized having a fireplace in every room of the home, 
though in those times it was a matter of practicality if one didn’t prefer freezing extremities. 
Today, it’s about pure enjoyment and aesthetics, with bedrooms, bathrooms and even kitchens 
becoming home to designs that implement the easy-to-install direct-vent technology that’s in 
high demand. 
 
Surprisingly, wood storage has become an integral, stylish part of fireplace design, whether 
wood is actually being burned within the fireplace itself or not! And thanks to new 
environmentally friendly wood-burning fireplaces, wood now burns longer and more 
completely, creating a win-win all around for both fashion and function. 
 
Whether it’s a warm summer night or a frigid winter’s day, a fireplace is always an equal draw 
for relaxing and entertaining. If you’re thinking about how to revitalize or completely overhaul 
yours, consider these popular trends for a look that will pay off. 


